BARCELONA
BIOMED SEMINARS
IRB Barcelona / IBMB-CSIC

“50th years of protein structures”
PERUTZ MF, ROSSMANN MG, CULLIS AF, MUIRHEAD H, WILL G, NORTH AC.
Nature 1960 Feb 13; 185:416-22

12:00h
“From haemoglobin to complex viruses: an odyssey”
Speaker: Prof. Michael G. Rossmann
PURDUE University, USA
Host: Núria Verdaguer (IBMB-CSIC)

13:00h
“Structural Biology and Spanish Scientists”
1960-....
"The origins: beginning with fiber diffraction"
Dr. Juan A. Subirana (UPC-Barcelona)
1975-....
“From altar boy to sorcerer’s apprentice: a personal journey of scientific discovery”
Dr. Celerino Abad-Zapatero (UIC, USA)
1990-....
“20 Years of Protein Crystallography in Spain”
Dr. Miquel Coll (IBMB-CSIC/IRB Barcelona)

(15-20 min. each)
(Panel of questions & discussion with all the speakers at the end)

Date: 05/02/2010
Place: AUDITORI